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Details of Visit:

Author: hendrix
Location 2: Pimlico
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 22 Jun 2013 7.30
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 475
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Lia Amelia
Website: http://www.missliaamelia.co.uk
Phone: 07975506086

The Premises:

Very nice flat in a smart and secure location, discreet and comfortable. 

The Lady:

Blonde, slim and fit as ever!

The Story:

I was delighted to see that Lia was available again having seen her many times in the past. Being
very much into MFF at the moment and knowing that Lia genuinely enjoys girls, I once again took
along the fabulous KristenDD and events proved that this was a match made in heaven!

After a lovely catch up chat, the girls introduced themselves to each other in the horniest possible
way with lots of dfk while I paid attention to their luscious ass's! They took turns giving me fantastic
deep throat with lots of spit and gagging, just how I like it and then I simply had to fuck them both.
Awesome anal in all sorts of positions being a highlight!

It all got even hornier when Lia introduced Kristen to her massive strap on! Watching Kristen back
on to it in the mirror while I facefucked Lia will live with me for a long time! I can't remember who
suggested it, but next thing Kristen was being fucked up the ass by Lia! We decided to try a dp and
I managed to get into Kristen's soaking wet pussy...An amazing sensation With Lia's strap on buried
in Kristen's ass.

That pretty much finished me off and I pulled out and gave both girls a facial which they lapped up
and swapped. My only regret is that I didn't book longer and diaries meant that I couldn't extend.

It was fantastic to see Lia again, she is a marvellous girl and a superb escort with a real talent for
making a guy (or girl!) feel good. I know that Kristen had a really good time too, the proof is in the
squirting!.. Definitely another duo combination that I will repeat ASAP! 
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